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Abstract 
A product formula for linear operators is used to get a central limit theorem for products of 
dependent random linear and nonlinear operators on iW* driven by a continuous time Markov 
chain. 
Keywords: Product formula; Semigroups of linear operators; Random evolutions; Continuous 
time Markov processes 
1. Introduction 
Chernoff (1968) derived an exponential formula of the form 
lim I+: ‘f.=e”L 
n-)‘x ( 1 
where C is the generator of a (C,) contraction semigroup. 
Kurtz (1969) showed that if I + &,A,,, 8, -+ 0, are linear contractions on a Banach 
space L and if A = ex-lim,,, A,, then for allfe L 
lim (I + ~,A,)[‘~“nlf= erAf 
n-r 
if and only if the domain g(A) of A is dense in L and the range W(%, - A) of & - A is 
dense in L for some i0 > 0. He then used this result to get limit theorems for random 
evolutions. 
Ethier and Nagylake (1980) then showed that if I + &,,A,,, E, --+ 0 are linear contrac- 
tions on a Banach space L and if A = ex-lim,,, A, on a subset D of L and if 
B = ex-lim,,, SC; ‘A, on a core D’ for B where c(, --t s and if 
s 02 Pf=lim;1 e i-o+ A e’ Bf dt 0 
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exists for allfc L, then 
lim (I + ~,A,)t~~~nlf= etPAf 
n+r 
for all fg 0. They then used this result to get diffusion approximations of Markov 
chains. For related results see Goldstein (1985), Kertz (1978) Kurtz (1973), Trotter 
(1959), Davies (1980), and Ethier and Kurtz (1986). 
Puri et al. (1990) showed that on finite dimensional spaces one gets a formula of the 
form 
and used this result to derive limit laws for sums of dependent random variables. 
Johnson (1985, 1992) proved that if A, B, and C are bounded then under certain 
conditions 
lim A+B+C ‘f=eHj 
n+a: ( & n 1 
This formula was then used to get a central limit theorem for sums of dependent 
random variables and for Markov chains (Johnson, 1988). Johnson (1991a) then 
extended this result to the case where B and Care not necessarily bounded and used it 
to prove a central limit theorem for random evolutions driven by a discrete-time 
stochastic process of dependent random variables. 




is derived and used to get a central limit theorem for random evolutions driven by 
a continuous-time Markov chain. In particular, an exponential formula for linear 
operators is derived which is of the form 
3 
’ ,f= R_1 en’, + ‘o.f+ o(l), 
where 
T(f) = I + ts, + t2S2 + t3S, + o(t3), 
(p-s,)-‘= f piRi, 
i=-1 
Go = R-IS3R_, + R-1S2ROS2R_lr 
Cl = R_1S2R_,. 
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As a simple example of an application of this theorem, suppose that X(t), t E [0, co), 
is a continuous time 2-state Markov process with transition probability matrix 
( Pk 1, 1) P(G 132) = e’Q P(fv 2, 1) P(C 2,2) 1 ’ 
Q=(:;: :::)=(-: _:) 
and that T(t), t E [0, cc), are the operators acting on the Banach space )I of all bounded 
uniformly continuous functionsf=f(a, x) mapping Rd x { 1,2} + R which are defined by 
= e’QA(t)f(u, x) 
= (I + ts, + t2s, + t3S3)f(a, x) + o(t3), 
where, on the subspace x0 of all fEx which are infinitely differentiable in a, 
Qfh xl = i: c~x.yf(~, Y), 
y=l 
4t)f(4 x) =f(W, t)a, xl, 
.4(x, t)u = a + t2B,u + t3C,u + o(t3), 
S,f(a> 4 = (Q + A’(O))f(a, x) = Qf(a, xl, 
Szf(a, x) = f(Q" + 2QA'(O) + A"(O))f(u,x) 
S3f’(u, x) = i&(Q” + 3Q2A’(0) + 3QA”(O) + A”‘(O))f(u, x) 
where B,, C, and o(t3) are infinitely differentiable mappings of Rd-+ Rd and 
(u 
1, . . . . ad, X)i = Ui. In matrix form, Sr is the operator 
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so that 
(p_sl)-l= p+l -l -l ( l /A+2 1 =p -2 /A+2 1 P(P + 3) ( 2 P+l ) 
with 
Ro=;( _; -;). 
Now, noting that R- , Q = 1 = 0 that 
R- ~f(a, x) = $f(a, 1) kf(a, 2) = s(a) 
does not depend on x, we can think of the operators GO and G1 as operators whose 
domain is the set of all bounded uniformly continuous infinitely differentiable func- 
tions g = g(u) mapping Rd + Rd. Thus our exponential formula allows us to compute 
the limiting distribution of the random evolution 
A(X(mh), h)...A(X(h), h)u, h = n-l, m = n3 
driven by the continuous-time Markov chain X(t) via 
E,f(A(X(n3n-‘), n-‘)...A(X(K’), n-‘)a, X(dn-1)) 
= 1 ~(n-‘,x,xl)...p(n-‘,x,3-,,x,~)f(A(x,n,n-’)...A(x1,n-‘)u,x,3) 
x,,...,x+ 
= T( l/n)q&z, x) 
= R- 1 exp(nGl + Go)f(u, x) + o(1) 
= R-l exp(nGl + Go)g(u) + o(l), 
where 
Gl = i q.2 
i=l ‘aa, 
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with 
vi(U) = 3(2BiU + B,a)i, 
ii(U) = 3(2CiU + CzU)i, 
(ita) = & ,$ tB 
J-1 
la - B2")j&.(Blu - BZu)if 
J 
provided that 
1. the closure of nGi + Go generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on 
ReIx with core R-,X,,, 
2. (aken’ + G”/&z~)g(u) = O(1) as n -+ co forfEXo, 
which are essentially the conditions required for Theorem 2.1 to hold. Condition 
1 holds whenever the coefficients of the differentials are smooth enough. Condition 
2 certainly holds when the coefficients of the differentials are constants, but that is 
rather boring. I do not know whether it holds for any interesting cases. In any event, 
Condition 2 does hold if Gi = 0, which will be the case if we center the evolution by 
requiring that 
?/t(U) = 3(2BlU + B2U)t = 0. 
Thus we have a central limit theorem for random products of linear and nonlinear 
operators on Rd. If we simplify further and take d = 1, B,u = cc(l), B2u = ~(2) 
2a(l) + a(2) = 0, C,u = 0 andf(u, x) = g(u), then we have the central limit theorem 
E(X(K’)) + c4X(2K1)) + ... + cc(X(n2)) 
n2 
= exp(GM4 + o(l), 
where 
G,, = ;02$, fJ2 = 2511(u) = &(l) - a(2))2 
or equivalently, 
cc(X(n_ ‘)) + a(X(2n_ ‘)) + ... + a(X(n2)) 
n2 
+ act; + o(1) 
in distribution, where w is the Brownian motion. 
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2. The product formula 
For any family of operators A,, we will say that A, = O(a(n)) (relative to the 
semigroup R _ 1 es(nG1 + co) on a subspace x0) if and only if 
sup IIM-le s(nGl + GoIf I/ = O(a(n)), j”E x0. 
OCSQ 1 
Similarly for o(a(n)). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that T(t), t E [0, co) are linear contraction operators mapping 
a Banach space x into itself which, on a dense subspace x0 of x, have the Taylor series 
expansion 
T(t) = I + tS, + t2S2 + t3S3 +; 
s 
; (t - s)3T”“(s)ds 
where S1, S2, S3, T’(s), T”(s), T”‘(s), and T”“(s) map x0 into x0. Suppose further that 
there is an E > 0 such that for large n 
R(P) = (P - St)-’ 
is analytic for 
u=(A-- l)n, [A]> 1 --en-l 
except for a pole of order 1 at u = 0, that 
is the Laurent series expansion of R(u) around ,u = 0, and that Rt, 12 - 1, map x0 + x0. 
If the closure of nG1 + Go, n > 0, where 
G1 = R_,SSR_l, 
Go = R-1S3R-1 + R_,S2ROS2R_1, 
is the generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on R _ 1x with core 
RP1xo and ifforfeXo as n+oo, 
Sk = O(l), 1 d k d 3, (2) 
R(P) = o(l~l-‘L (3) 
kfiI T”kdWL) = O(l~l-j), j 3 L (4) 
R(P) fi T”b,JWL) = WPI-‘-‘I> j 3 1, 
k=l 
R,o kfi, T”(dR/,, = o(1) 
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and all of the above are continuous in s, s, , . . . , sj, then for all f E x as n + KZ 
r(l/n)“3f= R-r enG1 + ‘Of+ o(1). 
Proof. Throughout the proof we will assume, unless otherwise stated, that operators 
are acting on x0. We first compute Up where U = T(l/n), p = ny and 1 < ‘/ < 514. Let 
C, Co, Cr be the curves in the complex plane defined by 
c: IAl = 1 + p-1, 
Co: Ii1 = 1 - En-l, 
C,: IA- l)=EK’. 
Then using the Dunford integral (see Dunford and Schwartz (1958) or Kato (1980)) 
and the equality 
(I - A)-’ = i ,4j + (I- ~)-r~k+r 
j=O 
with k > (6 - 2y)/(2 - y) and A = Q(A)D where 
Q(i)=(l,- 1 -n-l S1)-’ = nR((i - l)n), 
s 
n-1 
D = T(n-‘) - I - n-‘S1 = (n ’ - s) T”(s) ds, 
0 
D = n-‘S, + ne3S3 + k 
s 
n-1 
(n - 1 - s)~ T”“(s) ds 
0 
and using (4) (7) and (8) to get the estimate 
[DQ(J.)]j = 0(pjnm2j), AEC, 
(5) (7) and (8) to get the estimate 
Q(i)[DQ(i)]j = O(n-j+l), AEC~, 
(1) and (7) to get 
j+l 
Q@)CDQ(41' = 1 C 
I= -a, I, + + /, = - / 
(;I - l)~‘nj~‘+‘RloDRl,...DR,,, 26C1, 
(6) and (8) to get the estimate 
RI DR, ... DR, 0 I i = O(n- ‘j) 





IIV” - LV’II d lAl _ I, uI, = p, AEC 
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and 
ln(l -x)< -x, O<x< 1, 
and the calculus of residues we have on the subspace x0, 
T(l/+’ = Up 
1 




Ap(I - Q(/l)D)- ‘Q(i,)d/l 
C 
+ & j lp(I - Q(i)D)-'Q(i)[DQ(%)lk+' d1 
C 
+ & j 3,p(3. - U)-’ [DQ(A)]k+l d/4 
C 
= O((1 - En-‘)qO(?z) 
(A - l)~‘i,Pnj-‘+‘R,oDR,l...DR,,d~ 
+ 0(p)O(pk+1n-2k-2) 
j-‘+l RloDR,, . ..DR., 
j=O I=1 lo+...+/,=-/ 
+ o(n(l - Et'-l)p) + o(pk+2n-2k-2) (10) 
=Rm,+n c R/,,DR/, + P 1 RioDR,, 
I, + I, = - I I,+/,=-2 
+ n2 c RIPRI,DRI~ + pn c RIJ’R,~ D&z 
I, + I, + I, = ~ I I, + I, + I, = - 2 
+; c 0 R,,,DRi, Dhz I, + I, + I, = - 3 
+ n3 c R,J’RI,DRI~DRI~ 
lo + I, + I, + I, = ~ I 
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+ pn* c RioDR/, DRI~DRI~ 




I, + I, + I, + I, = - 4 
+ O(n(1 - en-‘)“) + o@+*n-*k-2) 
where, since p/n > 1 and p/n* < 1, we have 
i:‘i;’ c 
o(pl-lnj-l+ln-2j) = o(p4n-8), 
j=4 I=1 /,+...+I,=-/ 
Now let H, = n-*G, + nm3Go, V= R_,e”n and, as before, U = T(l/n). Then, since 
R? l = Rm 1 and RP 1 commutes with H, and I/ U 11 < 1, we have, for fEX,,, 
11 r(l/n)‘“f‘- R-, en’1 “ofI/ 
= I/ T(l/@3f- Rm, &“,flI 
= I/ L+- V3flI 
+ k&p ll(Uf+W- Un3-k-1Vk+lf/l 
< Iluqf- V”fll + lI(UP-- V”)v+PfII 
+ n3 sup il(Up- Up-lV)R~le”(“G~‘Go)f~/. 
o<s< 1 
(11) 
But, using (10) for Up, (9) for D and (6) together with the fact that we have assumed 
that k > (6 - 2y)/(2 - y), we see that 
Up = R_ 1 + O(n-*p) (12) 
and 
UPP’Rml = R_1 + n-l ROS2Rml + n-2pRm1S2R_1 
+ O(n-*) + 0(K3p) + 0(nP4p2) 
+ O(ne3) + 0(nP4p) + 0(nm5p2) + 0(K6p3) 
+ O(n(1 - uP1)P) + 0(pk+2n-2k-2) + 0(nm8p4) 
= Rel + n-‘R,SzRm, + n -2pR_1S2R_1 + O(K4p2) (13) 
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and 
n3(UP - UP-l)R_I 
= nR-,SZR-1 + R-,SjR_, + ROS,R_lS2R_, + R_,S2RoS2R_, 
+ n-1pR-IS2R_,S2R_1 + O(n-‘) + O(nP2p) + O(nM3p2) 
+ O(rP(1 - &Cl)P) + O(pk+2n-Zk+‘) + O(K5p4) 
= nR-1S2R-, + R_,S3R_, + RoS,R_lS,R_, + R_,S2R,S2R_, 




RmletHn= Rml +tH,+ (t - u)H,f eUHndU 
0 
to estimate V and VP, we see that 




= Rel + 0(C2p) + O(nP4p2) 
= R_l + O(r~-~p) (16) 
and thus combining (12) and (16) we have 
Up - VP = O(n-‘p) = o(1). (17) 
Finally, using (13)-( 15) together with the fact that R 2 I = R 1 so that H, = R _ 1 H,, 
we have 
n3(UP - UP-’ V)R-I 
= n3 UPR_, - n3 UP-‘(R- I + H, + 0(f4)) 
= n3(UP - UP-l)R_l - n3UP-‘R_,H, + O(n-‘) 
= nR-1S2R_, + R_1S3R_1 + R,,S2R-1S2R_I 
+ R-1S2ROS2R_1 + n~‘pR_1S2R_1S2R_1 + O(n-‘p4) 
- n3(Re1 + nm’RoS2R_, + nm2pR_,S2R_1 + O(nm4p2)) (18) 
x(nm2RP1S2R_, + n-3R_1S3R_, + n-3R_,S,R,,S2R-,) 
+ O(n-‘) 
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= Ok-‘) + o(n-2p) + O(C3p2) + O(n_5p4) 
= 0(K5p4), (since 1 < y < 5/4) 
= o(1) 
and so, substituting (17) and (18) into (1 l), we see that for fE x0 
11 T(l/n)“‘f- R_le”G1+G~fll = o(l). 
In general, iffe x then for any E > 0 we can find afE E x0 such that 11 f-h 11 < E so that 
limsup /I T(l/n)“‘f- R_1 en’1 +Gofll 
n-rm 




which implies that for fEX 
hhr 11 T(l/n)“‘f- R_ 1 enG1 + GofII = 0 
and so the proof is complete. 
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